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At James Bay, the staging ecology of shorebirds is being examined over the long term. It will be possible 

to compare data from year to year and to detect changes in population dynamics only if everyone 

involved in the project adheres to the standardized protocols outlined below. 

Taking Field Notes 

The accurate recording of data is the most important component of fieldwork. You will enter most of 

your field data and observations in waterproof notebooks. Assign a unique number to each notebook 

and label it according to its contents (e.g., Longridge Point, Monitoring Book #1) and keep a complete 

list of all notebooks used during the season at the beginning of the daily camp log. Where appropriate, a 

format for note taking is given. Please, adhere to it in case we need to double check original data. Pages 

are set up in a manner that will facilitate data entry. Prepare your notebooks before use in the field to 

ensure that all necessary data will be collected. The importance of writing neatly and clearly cannot be 

over emphasized. Print everything and pay close attention to writing letters and numbers. On numerous 

occasions, errors have been made with data transcription because a “7” looked like a “1”, an “H” looked 

like a “4”, etc. Although you can read your work, there is a good chance that others will be referring to 

your data at a later date. Be sure to always write out entire band combinations. When you are recording 

qualitative observations, please write in prose. Use complete sentences. Jotted down keywords may 

make sense to you at the time, but will have lost all meaning when you are trying to interpret your own 

cryptic notes during data entry. In order to avoid confusion, use three-letter abbreviations for months 

rather than numbers (e.g., May, Jun, Jul, Aug) and use the 24h clock when referring to times (e.g., 

2330h, 0740h). 

When you leave camp, please leave your notebook with your crew leader. We can send you a scanned 

copy of the field book for your files, just ask! Keeping a hard copy of everyone’s notes will allow post-

season data verification. 

Recording GPS Data 

Location data from GPS units can be displayed and recorded in multiple formats, including decimal 

degrees and UTM. For example, 64°01’47.01”N describes the same location as 64.029722 N, the latter 

being the desired format (Decimal Degrees). To be consistent, please change the display units of your 

GPS to report longitude/latitude in the position format hddd.ddddd using map datum NAD 83, before 

you begin recording GPS data. Record location data in your notebooks using the same format. Please do 

not just record degrees, minutes, seconds. 

Daily Counts and Age Proportions 

Each day, counts of all shorebirds will be conducted between designated segments of the study area 

within 2.5 hours of high tide. That is 2.5 hours before high tide, you should be out at the start of your 

area, and survey as many segments as possible until approximately 2.5-3 hours after high tide. By no 

means does this stop you from being out and recording sightings at other times! In fact, we encourage 

as much time away from camp as possible collecting observations within the study site.  

Segments run parallel to the coastline and are 500 metres long. Start and end points will be 

programmed into a hand-held GPS unit and boundaries will be marked out at the beginning of the 
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season. In a team of no less than two crew members, walk the transect in a linear fashion, allowing for 

some weaving to spot birds from the vegetation line to the tide line. We employ dependent double 

observer counts. Under this design each day’s survey has a designated primary observer and secondary 

observer/data recorder. The secondary observer will act as the data recorder. The primary observer 

makes their count independently and calls the information out to the secondary observer/recorder. The 

secondary observer reports any individuals the primary observer missed, but does not count flocks the 

primary observer has counted. These counts should include separate counts for adults and juveniles 

for each segment. When flocks are too big to get a good estimate of age proportions, take a random 

sub-sample of 50 birds to get the age proportions. The double observer approach gives us basic 

information about detectability and sampling error, and will improve our density estimation. These 

variables will allow us to better estimate passage populations of shorebirds on James Bay. The observer 

roles can change from day to day or hour to hour, but the person’s name should be recorded so 

individual identity can be included when analyzing the data. Observer role is not dependent on ability or 

experience, and will not be examined during data analysis. In fact, time spent in each observer role can 

be divided equally among crew members if desired.  

At the start of a survey, record weather conditions (see Appendix 1 for variables to record). If weather 

conditions change significantly during surveying, record conditions again. Record the start and end time 

for each segment. When the primary observer encounters a flock, they will tell the secondary observer 

the species composition of the flock and give a count for each age group of each species. The secondary 

observer will record these counts. If there are groups or individuals that are not observed by the primary 

observer, the secondary observer notes these observations separately. Denote each observation as 

either primary or secondary observer observations. After counting the flock (or estimating a large flock), 

record behaviour for birds based on three broad categories—feeding, loafing, and flying (see 

FlockActivityID, Appendix 1 for description of each of the seven categories). The behaviour noted 

reflects what more than 50% of the flock is doing at the time of observation, and should be a quick 

observation, rather than a detailed account of what each individual is doing at the time. For example, 

you have a mixed flock of 1000 birds, 500 of which are feeding and 500 are preening or roosting; the 

behaviour for this group is feeding_loafing. If feasible, also record distance between the observer and 

the flock. Also record whether any flagged birds were observed in each segment (see resighting and 

ratio surveys). See Figure 1 for an example field data notebook. 
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Species Log – Daily Estimated Totals 

We are interested in monitoring when birds and mammals first arrive in the area and how long they stay 

by keeping a daily species log. Keep in mind, this list is neither intended to be, nor can it be, an accurate 

count of every single bird present. The numbers you record should not be a sum total of all observations 

from each individual observer. Rather, the DET should reflect the total estimate of birds that were 

observed within the study area over the course of the day.  

At the end of each day, the crew leader will lead a round-up of all observations made during the day. 

This person will record on a hard copy data form, which will be transcribed to an electronic copy. This 

makes sure there is a hard copy backup in case the electronic data files become corrupt, the laptop dies, 

or some other electronics malfunction. Each observer will be responsible for contributing their 

Figure 1. Example field notes for segment surveys. 

Age: U=unknown, J=juvenile, A=Adult 

Record start and end time for each segment  

Start and end of the complete 

survey period  
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observations to the compilation of daily estimated totals of each bird species and other faunal and floral 

observations. Daily estimated totals will include all bird observations from the day, including the 

numbers of adults and juveniles of each shorebird species observed during segment counts. The focus of 

this project is on shorebirds, but you are encouraged to include observations of other wildlife in your 

notes and in the estimated totals, so long as counting other wildlife does not compromise the integrity 

of the shorebird counts. 

To complete the daily estimated totals each evening, crew members will come to an agreement on the 

number and age proportions of each species present in the study area. 

Other data to include are the effort and weather data. This includes the weather data as described 

below, the number of field hours as a whole group, and an estimate of the length and area of coastline 

(km) covered for the day. Use the 500-m segments to help determine estimates of distance travelled 

and area covered. 

Finally, there will be sightings for which you will be required to provide more information. For example, 

Ontario Rare Bird Committee Review List birds (e.g., rare species), exceptional counts of species, or early 

or late records. These will be flagged on the data sheets to ensure further details are provided about 

these sightings when the details are fresh, as opposed to after you return home and the details are 

fuzzy. If you make an unusual observation, take additional notes while in the field. Record all observers, 

age and sex of individual(s) if known, exact time and location (GPS coordinates), habitat, your distance 

from the bird(s), optics used (scope or binoculars), and a written description of the sighting including 

circumstances, field marks, other species considered during identification and how they were 

eliminated. A sketch can also be helpful, especially if you are not able to take a photograph. 

Flag Resighting and Ratio Surveys 

In addition to the segment counts and daily estimated totals for each day, emphasis will be placed on 

Red Knot flag resighting each day. When Red Knots are observed during surveying, complete a ratio 

survey and attempt to observe and record the flag colour, the alpha code 

inscribed on the flag, and colour-band combination (if present) of each 

banded knot.  

Other shorebirds will also have colour bands, leg flags, and possibly 

geolocators (which look like small packs on the bird’s leg). Take note of 

these observations, and be sure to include them in the daily round-up. 

Observers should make an effort to also resight flagged Sanderling, 

Ruddy Turnstone, and Semipalmated Sandpiper. Ratio surveys should be 

completed when resighting these species as well. 

Ratio Surveys 

Ratio surveys are an important component of the flag resighting effort. These counts are done every 

30 minutes when working a flock for flag resights. Record the total number of individuals in the flock, 

the number of each species within the flock and the number of flagged individuals of each species. This 

Geolocator (circled) on a Red 
Knot. 
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gives us a ratio of marked to unmarked birds and is important for determining passage population and 

survival estimates. The inclusion of these ratio surveys expands our data analysis possibilities and allows 

us to gain more information than flag resights do alone. If the flock is large, you may scan a subset of 50 

individuals per species and record the number of birds that are flagged. Ensure that you are able to see 

the legs of the 50 individuals so that you can accurately determine whether the bird is marked or not. 

These ratio surveys are designed to complement flag resight data, so if birds do not have engraved flags 

they should be considered unmarked, even if they have other markers (i.e. colour bands, non-engraved 

flags). However, these types of markers should still be recorded in your notes. 

In summary, ratio data to record: Date, time, species, number of individuals of this species scanned, 

number marked, number unmarked, total species count. 

Flag resighting 

Each of our study sites is composed of set locations used in the flag resight dataset. If you don’t know 

which location you are in, note your lat/lon to help determine which if these sites you resighted flagged 

birds. Additionally, record the time, the tide and weather conditions, and your location (GPS 

coordinates). Tide, weather conditions, and location can be recorded after you complete resighting 

and ratio scans or after the flock leaves to maximize time spent observing the flock. See Figure 2 for 

more details and an example notebook image. 

When you find a flagged individual, record the date, time, flag colour, the alpha code inscribed on the 

flag, and colour-band combination or other markers (if present). This information will help us 

understand local movements, habitat use, survival estimates and the scale of a stopover site used by 

individuals. Noting the date, time, and lat/lon for each flag resight (or flock with flags) is especially 

important when the same individual is seen later in the day, or by a different crew. 

When there are multiple flags, try to get a confirmation of each flag. For example, try to get a reading of 

each flag a couple of times to ensure that the code you read the first time is the same on the second 

reading. Although the goal is to record complete flag colours and codes, there are flags that, for 

whatever reason, are not easily read, and only a partial reading can be accomplished. Don’t fret! Record 

as much of the code as possible; someone in your crew may have had luck reading the flag when the 

bird was at a different spot along the coast. Also, you may encounter the bird again during the day, or 

later during your stay, in which case you may be able to confirm the code at that point. 

Reading and Recording Alphanumeric Codes 

a. If you can see leg flags and colour bands equally well, try to get into the routine of reading the 

flag first. This will avoid confusion when remembering and recording colours and codes.  

b. If you read the leg flag with 100% confidence but are unable to read the colour combinations, 

ALWAYS record the presence of the unread bands. If one band is absent, ALWAYS note its 

absence. 

c. If you are unsure about a letter, you can write E_. You might be able to fill in the blank later. 

d. If the band is chipped or worn, draw what you see. This can help you to determine what the 

code may be. 
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e. Always also record the presence of a metal band. Recording the absence of a metal band helps 

us to determine the rate of band loss. 

f. Always record the colour of all bands, if present, even if you get the leg flag code. 

 

Flag reading layout: Left Leg Upper / Left Leg Lower: Right Leg Upper / Right Leg Lower (Confidence) 

For example: FELG (YT7) / x : W / M (99%) – translation: Left Leg has Flag Engraved Light Green (Alpha 

Code of the flag, “YT7”) over no band; Right Leg has a White colour band over a Metal band and the 

observer is 99% confident in the record. 

Another example: FDG / R : M / DB (50%) – translation: Left Leg has a non-engraved Flag Dark Green 

over Red colour band; Right Leg has a Metal Band over a Dark Blue colour band with a 50% confidence.  

Comments should include if the band is worn but readable or worn and unreadable, and any other 

comments related to the bands, band reading, roosting and foraging behaviour, and anything else you 

think should be noted. 

Band Reading Confidence 

Please record (as a percentage) how confident you are that you have identified the alphanumeric code 

correctly. It is not always possible to read flags with 100% confidence due to the distance of the bird 

from your vantage point, weather conditions, band wear, and so on, but a measure of confidence will 

help to determine which bird was actually resighted when it comes time to enter the resights into the 

database. 

Do not record an alphanumeric code unless you are at least 80% sure (i.e., quite sure, but not certain) 

that you have identified it correctly. Otherwise, try to read the colour combination (at minimum), and at 

least one letter of the leg flag, if you can get it without wasting your time. Don't wait forever for a bird 

to get up so you can read the colour combination or leg flag code. If you think a letter/number could be 

one of two options, write both down (e.g., could be 1 or L). If the bird is running and you can only get a 

partial read – so be it. The point is to facilitate the matching of a resight to an individual in the database 

and more information will help you to accomplish this when entering resight data. 

In summary, resight data to record: Date, lat/lon, start time, end time, tide stage, cloud cover, wind 

speed (Beaufort), precipitation, visibility, flock activity, species, flag colour, flag code, other markers and 

the certainty of the observation. Please refer to the Appendix 1 for associated look-up codes for these 

data, and remember these data can be collected after the ratio counts and resightings are completed to 

maximize observation time. 
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Weather 

Even though we have fancy units logging weather data, technology can fail. Please record the weather 

while conducting surveys. Include the temperature (oC), average wind speed (Beaufort), cloud cover (%), 

precipitation (none; light, moderate, heavy rain; light, moderate, heavy snow; or fog).  

eBird and Project Data 

eBird is a great way to share data, and each year we spend many hours with the data you collect to 

ensure top-quality information is housed in the project database. Once we have completed quality 

control on all of the counts from the season, we submit the bird data to eBird under the project’s eBird 

account and share the respective checklists with you. Please do not enter estimated total counts to your 

personal eBird account. Don’t worry, your sightings will be shared with you in due course and you can 

edit the lists on your personal account to adjust for birds you did not observe. 

Ground counts during the aerial survey 

Annual counts of shorebirds across a broad swath of geography in a one or two-day period are difficult 
to acquire when conducted on land, especially in the coastal James Bay region. In order to cover enough 
ground in as short a timeframe as possible, we conduct aerial counts. Aerial surveys have been 
conducted along the James Bay coast since the 1970s.  

Tide and weather and conditions. 

Flock data, with counts of all species present 

at the site. Use this with ratio data collected. 

Site name. This is a known location 

from another project, hence lack of 

Lat/Lon, which should be included. 

Time of scan. 

Flag resight 

data. Note that 

species codes 

and readings 

are not 

repeated when 

same as 

previous entry. 

This saves time 

in the field. 

Date 

Ratio scan data and time 

collected. Layout is             

# without flag : # with flag 

Indicates data 

has been entered 

to the database 

Figure 2. Example field notes showing flock data, flag resights, and ratio counts 
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Since 2016, the James Bay Shorebird Project has conducted aerial counts using a helicopter, flying 
between the Quebec border in the east to Ekwan Point to the northwest, including Akimiski Island. The 
objective of the survey is to count shorebird species within smaller sectors generally delineated by 
tributaries or other landforms, allowing comparison with results from previous aerial surveys of the 
region. General identification to size category (small, medium, and large shorebird) are made. Where 
species are readily identified, such as Red Knot and Hudsonian Godwit, these individuals were recorded 
to species. Surveys are conducted by helicopter at high tide, when birds are concentrated into roost 
locations. At low tide, birds are spread out across kilometres of exposed sand and mud flats that are 
characteristic of the James Bay coast. The low profile of the coast generates vast expanses of exposed 
flats at low tide, making it virtually impossible to get a reliable count at this point in the tidal cycle.  

Personnel stationed at our operational field sites conduct a coordinated ground count from designated 
locations within a given field site’s study area. Ground counts are used to estimate species composition 
of the aerial counts. 

Where to conduct the ground count 

On the day of the planned aerial survey, your crew leader will determine positions for personnel 

throughout the study area. These are typically at locations that are well spaced across the study area to 

enable a complete ground count of all birds before and after the helicopter arrives, for example at 

known roost sites. 

How to conduct the ground count 

Once at your count area, conduct an initial count of individual shorebirds, noting any substantial 

additions and subtractions from your site (include time and direction of arrival or departure). As with all 

of your observations, note the date, time, weather conditions, and location (lat/lon). When the 

helicopter is near your site, birds will likely begin to flush and there may be large groups of birds 

proceeding the aerial surveyors. At this point, note the time and conduct a count of all species and 

individuals at the time of helicopter fly-over. This will happen very quickly and it may be best to have a 

designated observer and a designated data recorder (either another person to scribe, or a digital 

recording device to allow later transcription). Estimate the number of birds in a flock, rather than count 

each individual. When the helicopter flies over, birds will be close range and large groups. Do not use 

your scope for close-range observations. Instead, use your binoculars to identify species and the naked 

eye to estimate a count. Compile these data with the other observer data from your study site. 

In summary: 

1. Know where to conduct a count within the study area. 

2. Conduct two counts: one before the aerial surveyors fly over and one at the time of fly-over. 

3. Two observers can help. One to identify species and count individuals, and the other to record 

the observations. 

4. Estimate counts of large flocks. 

5. During the fly-over count, use the naked eye to estimate counts and binoculars to identify close-

range species. 
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Appendix 1 

Bandedbirds look-up codes for resighting data 
TideID Description 

1 High 

2 Near High Rising 

3 Near High Falling 

4 Half Rising  

5 Half Falling 

6 Near Low Rising 

7 Near Low Falling 

8 Low  

9 Unknown 
  

BeaufortID Description 

0 Calm - leaves don’t move; sea is calm 

1 Light Air - leaves don’t move; sea lightly rippled 

2 Light Breeze - wind felt on face, leaves rustle; wavelets 

3 Gentle Breeze - leaves and twigs in motion; unbreaking waves 

4 Moderate Breeze - small branches move; some whitecaps 

5 Fresh Breeze - small trees sway; many whitecaps 

6 Strong Breeze - large branches sway; regular whitecaps 

7 Near gale - whole trees sway; large waves 

8 Fresh Gale – twigs break off; high sea with foam 
  

VisibilityID Description 

High Optimal light and weather conditions for scanning 

Moderate Average light and weather conditions for scanning 

Low Poor light and weather conditions for scanning 
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RainID   

None None 

Fog Fog 

Mist Mist 

Light Light 

Moderate Moderate 

Heavy Heavy 
  

SurfID Description 

Calm Minimal wave action 

Light Slight wave action, little or no whitecapping 

Medium Moderate wave action, some whitecapping 

Heavy High wave action, too rough for birds to feed 
  

ScanQualityID Description 

Excellent Optimal resighting potential due to all env. and phys. factors 

Good Moderate resighting potential due to all env. and phys. factors 

Poor Minimal resighting potential due to all env. and phys. factors 
  

FlockActivityID Description 

Feeding Flock is predominately feeding 

Loafing Flock is predominately roosting/preening 

Flying Flock is predominately in motion with much changeover  

Feeding_Loafing Flock activity is even between feeding and loafing 

Feeding_Flying Flock activity is even between feeding and flying 

Loafing_Flying Flock activity is even between loafing and flying 

Feeding_Loafing_Flying Flock exhibits all activities in even proportions 
  

HumanActivityID Description 
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None No human disturbance observed 

Walkers Beach walkers without dog(s) 

DogWalkers Beach walkers with dog(s) 

Birders People recreationally watching birds 

Research People engaged in scientific study 

Fishermen Fishing at or near the shoreline 

Swimmers Swimming at or near the shoreline 

Leisure Sitting/resting in one location on beach 

Motorboat Any type of motorized watercraft 

NonMotorboat Any type of non-motorized watercraft such as kayaks 

Aircraft Any type of aircraft flying low enough to disturb flock 

 

LocationID Latitude Longitude Name 

CHICKNEYPT 52.435579 -81.548317 Chickney Channel Point 

HANNAHBAY 51.338764 -79.755314 Hannah Bay Bird Sanctuary and vicinity 

LONGPOINT 42.544227 -80.074271 Long Point 

LONGRIDGE 51.83096 -80.69236 Longridge Beach, James Bay 

LONGRIDGE_WESTBAY 51.833444 -80.7302 Longridge West Bay vicinity, James Bay 

LONGRIDGEBASE 51.807102 -80.690031 Longridge Base, James Bay 

LONGRIDGEPT 51.845111 -80.688486 Longridge Point 

LONGRIDGERVR 51.802883 -80.68265 Longridge River, James Bay 

LTLPISKWAM_NORTH 51.674993 -80.557326 Little Piskwamish - north flats 

LTLPISKWAM_SOUTH 51.631094 -80.545139 Little Piskwamish - south flats 

NORTHBLUFFPT 51.485873 -80.440865 North Bluff Point 

PASKWACHIPT 51.792904 -80.652866 Paskwachi Point, James Bay 

PISKWAMISHPT 51.754559 -80.628834 Piskwamish Point, James Bay 

 


